Kit 1: Order of Preferences

Case Study 5

The following table shows the respondent’s order of preference of the 11
colours of the culural colour set, along with the shade of most and least preferred colour and associations to each of them

Vidya Balamukundan

position colour

Age: 38
Occupation: Homemaker
Education: B.Com
PGDip. Business
Management
Vidya comes from a well
to do Tamil brahmin family. Having been brought
up in Delhi, she has a good
amount of exposure in terms
of travel, trends, but basically rooted to culture and
traditions.
She comes across as extremely adaptable, and
would therefore follow her
husband’s decision on most
things, including home decor.
She is mostly influenced by
other people’s homes and
places she visits. She does
not appreciate very bright
colours.
1

Spends most of the time in
the kitchen and attending to
the needs of the family.
Likes floor seating, and likes
to sit on the steps of the
staircase at her house.

1

white

2

blue

3

black

4

red

5

pink

6

yellow

7

brown

association/
feelings

feels good, white
clothing, you don’t
get agitated by
white

uniforms, yoga
classes
likes blue- not very
sober, not very
bright
party wear, ivory
and black, goes ev ery where
traditional, auspi cious, suits me,
wine red, festivity,
flowers, red bindi,
clothes

very pleasant,
peaceful, likeable
by everybody, looks
good on everybody,
dark or fair

traditional, peaceful
furniture- few
things should be as
they should be

feelings
associated with
colour in a
particular
space
ivory- luxurious,
off white- or dinary

austere, inspi rational
blue exterior
would be tent
like

bright pink is
disturbing

8

9

purple

flowers, pleasant
colour, clothes

grey

mature, goes with
men and old er peo ple, suits and pants.
I don’t wear grey
clothes, though I
don’t particularly
dislike the colour.

10

green

traditional, nice,

11

orange

nice if used prop erlys

light purpleromantic
disturbing and
shocking colour
on the exterior

Kit 2: Interior Colour
Aspirations
Here are the respondent’s colour aspirations for different interior spaces
of the house.

would suit
formal visitors’ rooms, for
meetings.
a particular
friend had used
the colour in
her home theatre room.
i’ve not seen
it used in our
kind of homes.
have seen pista
green used in
main hall.
unromantic,
unsheltered

too bright as
paint in homes.
bright orange
is disturbing

1

Kit 3: Outdoor Test

Background

Here are the respondent’s colour
aspirations for ideal exterior
environment.

Family, travel, education, hobbies, experiences and influences

Good memories include a particular home in which the
store room was inside the kitchen, we used to play hide
and seek over there. goodies used to be hidden there.
Bad memories include a particular home which was in a low lying area and water used to enter the house.

like the combination of white
and blue. It is cool.

Was brought up in Delhi. Used to live in Govt. quarters.
There was a mix of people and a sense of togetherness
and sharing. So is not the case with Chennai.
Studied at the DTEA School in Delhi, in a number of
branches. Had good teachers. Basically a friendly per
son and therefore had no issues in getting accustomed
to new people.

I prefer
Brown tiles,
wall colour
could vary
according
to personal
taste.

Have lived in Delhi and Chennai, find Chennai
very formal.

Like to cook and listen to music

Car aspirational colours: Steel Grey
Have been on a number of pilgrimages as a child.
Liked Mussourie. Have travelled abroad and like
the cleanliness, pleasant weather and the fact that
people smile at each other.

Existing Home Decor
Preferences, inspiration, beliefs and
spending patterns

9, Raghavaiaah Road
T.Nagar
Chennai
Paint the house once in 4-5
years. Mostly use shades of
the same colour while repainting.
No particular occasion for
painting the house
Use Asian or Nerolac Paints
Budget, Longevity considered while painting the
house
Spend most money on the
bedroom and living room
Vaastu, Feng Shui, trends
and what is seen in other
people’s homes are main influences on colour decisions.
Decide on home decor based
on consensus, final decision
maker is the husband.
No auspicious or inauspicious colours as such.
House Type: Independent
Number of rooms: 4 bhk
Has lived in the house for
16 years since her marriage,
husband was brought up in
the house.

Kit 1: Order of Preferences

Case Study 6

The following table shows the respondent’s order of preference of the 11
colours of the culural colour set, along with the shade of most and least preferred colour and associations to each of them

Ponnuswamis

position colour

Mrs. Ponnuswami
Age: 40
Occupation: Homemaker
Education: PUC
Mr. Ponnuswami
Age: 49
Occupation: Real Estate
Education: PUC
Have used purple on the
exterior as it is unusual and
so that the house is easily
recognized.
Most products in the house
follow the pink colour
scheme.
They are not able to express
the reason for liking a particular colour.
Mr. Ponnuswami is in the
real estate business. He
works from home. Every day
is different as he goes out to
meet his clients.
1

Mrs. Ponnuswami is a homemaker, most of the time in
the house taking care of
household needs.
They like to spend time in
the hall watching T.V and in
the backyard.
Having lived in Tamil Nadu
most of the time, with occasional trips to other cities,
their exposure to alternative
cultures is limited.
They have fond memories of
their life in the village.

association/
feelings

rose, happiness,
light pink

feelings
associated with
colour in a
particular
space

1

pink

unconfined

2

orange

3

blue

sea, sky

light blue: ro mantic

4

yellow

auspicious

austere

5

white

pure

creme- luxurious

6

red

7

purple

unusual for the exterior

8

green

greenery

light green:
playful

9

brown

dark

boring
beige: cheerful

10

black

depressing,
claustrophobic,
unromantic

11

grey

inauspicious according to
society,like black
saris and black hair

serious

ash like

ordinary

Kit 2: Interior Colour
Aspirations
Here are the respondent’s colour aspirations for different interior spaces
of the house.

1

Kit 3: Outdoor Test

Background

Here are the respondent’s colour
aspirations for ideal exterior
environment.

Family, travel, education, hobbies, experiences and influences

Their earlier house was very small, they did not like it.

the sea side is natural, pollution free, would like a flat
roofed hom as then you can
go to the terrace and admire
the beauty around.

Their liked their village house. It was peaceful and
natural, Everything was fresh- vegetables, milk. They
had their own fields.
Liked the open minded people they came across in
their schools, unlike the money minded people of to
day.
Haven’t lived in any other city except for
Chennai.
Mr. Ponnuswami used to play volley ball.
They both enjoy listening to music

its nice
to have
different
coloured
homes
and ours
should be
different
from the
rest.

Car aspirational colours: Sky Blue
Have been to Trichy, Madurai, Bangalore, Bombay
and Delhi

Existing Home Decor
Preferences, inspiration, beliefs and
spending patterns

19, Neela Nagar
Medavakkam, Chennai
Paint the house once in 5
years. Would mostly use the
same colour.
Might paint the house for an
occasion like pongal
Use Asian Paints or Nerolac
Top factor considered while
painting the house:Budget
Have spent most on the hall
in terms of painting.
Films, serials, moods are
the main influences on
colour decisions.
The wife decides on the
home decor based on what
is cheap and best.
No auspicious or inauspicious colours.
Do not believe in Vaastu
House Type: Independent
Number of rooms: 3 bhk
Have lived in the house for 2
years

Kit 1: Order of Preferences

Case Study 7

The following table shows the respondent’s order of preference of the 11
colours of the culural colour set, along with the shade of most and least preferred colour and associations to each of them
Mrs. Mallika

Sangapillays

position colour

Mrs. Mallika
Age: 55
Occupation: Homemaker
Education: SSLC
Mr. Sangapillay
Age: 64
Occupation: Business, Dis
tributor- Wipro
Education: Dip. Elec Engg.
Mallika, is not very expressive and is not able to associate colours to any particular emotions. She is not very
assertive about her opinions,
she might participate in
decision making , but would
largely follow her husband’s
decision. Doesn’t seem inclined to experiment.
The gentleman of the house
seems to be the chief decision maker. He comes across
as someone who is extremely organised and wants
1

things neat, clean and clutter free.
In tune with current technologies, he likes to stay
updated.
Would prefer the decor to
be subtle and not make any
statement at all.
He is the kind of person who
would stress on solutions
and quality, say something
like anti allergic paint.

1

purple

2

pink

3

blue

4

brown

5

grey

6

orange

7

green

8

black

9

yellow

10

white

11

red

association/
feelings

feelings
associated with
colour in a
particular
space

light coloursbeige and san dal- happiness

ordinary
danger, does not
usually select red

serious

I don’t like bright colours
Colours should be mild.
I like light colours
Mr. Sangapillay

position colour

association/
feelings

1

white

neat and clean
white bed sheets

2

blue

sea

3

grey

4

brown

5

green

6

orange

7

yellow

8

black

9

red

10

purple

11

pink

feelings
associated with
colour in a
particular
space

Kit 2: Interior Colour
Aspirations
Here are the respondent’s colour aspirations for different interior spaces
of the house.

The respondent was not
very enthusiastic about
selecting colours for the
aspirations exercise.
On much probing started
selecting colours for the
bedroom, kids’ room- although she did not seem
to have any reasons for the
selectons or any concerns
about the various parameters of usage of the colour.
In reality, she would probably go with the existing-

post office red

1

Kit 3: Outdoor Test

Background

Here are the respondent’s colour
aspirations for ideal exterior
environment.

Family, travel, education, hobbies, experiences and influences

Used to like the red cement flooring in their Arakkonam
house.

Likes the sea side. More energy, more ideas, liveliness,
used to write poems, happiness

Was brought up in Mettupalayam, remembers the place
only for its sufferings
Nothing in particular to share
Has lived in Ranipet, Arakkonam, Thorayur

Reading, Computers, playing with grandchildren
I would be
a minority
in the all
blue neighbourhod
I appreciate
uniformity.
I think it is
neat and
clean

Car aspirational colours: Silver Grey, Off White
In India, has been to Delhi, Bombay, Mysore, Ker
ala. Liked the mines near Mysore for the beautiful,
calm atmosphere there. Liked the boats in Kerala.
Has been to HongKong, Switzerland, China, Malaysia and Libya
Liked the buildings in Hong Kong, the roads in Malaysia,
amazed to see hundreds of motorists and cyclists travel side by
side in China, loved the natural environment in Switzerland.

Existing Home Decor
Preferences, inspiration, beliefs and
spending patterns

15, Kasturba Nagar
Adyar, Chennai
Paint the house once in 4-5
years. Use the same colour .
No particular occasion to
paint the house
Use Asian Paints generally
Top factor considered while
painting the house: person
who paints
Spend the same amount on
every room.
What is seen in other people’s homes influences
colour decisions
The whole family participates in decision making for
the decor of the house.
Furniture has not been a
basis for selection of wall
colour
No auspicious or inauspicious colours.
Believe in Vaastu
House Type: Apartment
Number of rooms: 2 bhk
Have lived in the house for
14 years.

Kit 1: Order of Preferences

Case Study 8

The following table shows the respondent’s order of preference of the 11
colours of the culural colour set, along with the shade of most and least preferred colour and associations to each of them

Sneha Zacharias
Age: 43
Occupation: Homemaker
Education: BA

position colour

association/
feelings

Sneha is a Keralite Christian. She is a homemaker
and spends most of her time
in the house. She has two
children.

1

black

Brought up in Kerala, Mumbai, Chennai and having
lived abroad for some years
post marriage, Sneha has a
reasonably good exposure to
different cultures and lifestyles.

2

white

3

blue

soothing, blue jeans
refreshing, natural

4

purple

5

green

fragrances, flowers,
field of lavender
flowers

6

yellow

7

orange

She grew up in a large
house, in an environment
where she had a lot of cousins whom she could play
with.
She feels the current generation of kids is completely
deprived of these small
natural pleasures like playing outdoors.
1

With a natural fetish for spaciousness, the main factor
which influences her colour
decisions is Space.
She has a very refined aesthetic and a definite opinion
on the usage of colours and
materials. She involves her
husband and children in
the decision making for her
home decor.

elegance, cars, in
terms of beauty also
prefers someone
on the darker side.
Black and White are
favourites.
purity,
cleanliness,clothes

like olive and duller
shades. lifts you up,
good for the eyes,
gives you a feeling
of well being. don’t
like bright greens
fragrances, lemon,
deoderant, bright,
might not wear, but
like it as a colour
earthy, like clothes
in dull orange

feelings
associated with
colour in a
particular
space

Kit 2: Interior Colour
Aspirations

8

brown

earthy

9

red

theoretically, pas sion- too loud,
would not like to
sleep on a sheet
which is red,
scared of us ing it,
bright, too much
of a colour, blood,
ghastly

10

pink

11

grey

liked as a te enager,
not anymore, very
feminine

would make me feel
blue. no emotion
attached, might use
in combination
Has a fancy for spaciousness, therefore light
coloured walls and furniture form her aesthetic.
These, she might accentuate with some brightly
coloured spots where possible.
Like for the living room
she would go for a rough
textured surface,
in the bedroom she would
opt for a soft textre.
In both cases, she wold not
want it to be an overall
print, but rather uneven.
In the bedroom, she would
want something more personal, and subtle.

Here are the respondent’s colour aspirations for different interior spaces
of the house.

Light is very important.
Pastel colours allow light
to come in. I don’t like
cramped spaces
Would retain the upholstery in the living room to
white and play around with
the colours of the cushions.
Needs to decide on the
finishes step by step, first
the flooring, then the
furniture, then the wall
finishes and so on, soft
furnishings, etc towards
the end.
When all these decisions
are to be made at one go,
she feels confused and
doubtful. Doubtful whether
her choices would work
out. Takes a lot of time to
decide.

1

Kit 3: Outdoor Test
Here are the respondent’s colour
aspirations for ideal exterior
environment.

like the sea side, peaceful

Too chaotic
Prefer the
orderliness of this
street

Existing Home Decor
Preferences, inspiration, beliefs and
spending patterns

1C
20/1 ECR Road
Chennai
Paint the house once in 4
years. Same colour mostly.
No particular occasion for
painting
Use Asian Paints, Berger
Top factors considered while
painting the house:Budget,
Desire for change in Decor
Have not spent more on any
particular area.
Space is the main influence
on colour decisions.
Decide on home decor based
on consensus.
No auspicious or inauspicious colours
House Type: Apartment
Number of rooms: 3 bhk
Have lived in the house for 3
years.

Kit 1: Order of Preferences

Case Study 9

The following table shows the respondent’s order of preference of the 11
colours of the culural colour set, along with the shade of most and least preferred colour and associations to each of them

Hema Prabhat
Age: 44
Occupation: Homemaker
Education: BE

position colour

Hema is a homemaker,
spends a lot of time in the
house and is extremely
finicky about the way she
keeps her place. She has two
daughters.
She was brought up in
Coimbatore. She spent a few
years in Bangalore and shifted to Chennai post marriage.
She has fond memories of all
these places.
She has travelled extensively
and shares with her family
a passion for handicrafts.
She herself likes to dabble in
different crafts like stained
glass and clay and also is a
keen painter.
Hema is extremely strong
willed and stands by her
decisions. Born in a family of
thinkers, she attributes

1

these qualities to her illustrious uncles. She says
that she has no particular
emotions with respect to
colours- it is only the overall, wholistic impression of
a space that she could react
to.
Highly aware and opiniated,
she likes to keep her home
decor to her taste.

association/
feelings

I like most objects
that are black clothes, B&W fur nishings, anything
that has a major
black in it

feelings
associated with
colour in a
particular
space

1

black

bold; seriuos

2

green

3

red

4

purple

5

brown

6

pink

7

orange

8

white

spacious

9

yellow

cheerful

10

blue

yellow & bluecheerful

11

grey

boring; serious

plants, greenery

light brownssubtle; serious;
boring

Kit 2: Interior Colour
Aspirations

Primary colours are playful
Too many colours in a
space would make it claustrophobic
One might wear the
brightest of shades and
still appear austere.
Gold would make a space
look luxurious
Overall presentation of a
space would inspire me,
not just the colour; or
maybe I have so far overlooked it.
My order of preference
depends on the order
in which I would choose
things, personal belongings etc.

This respondent has very clear cut likes and dislikes when it
comes to her home decor, which is illustrated amply by the selection of articles in her house.
No amount of probing would have compelled her to express aspirations other than that.
Here is what she had to say about the usage of colours in the
house:
“ After a point of time, you get tired of certain colours used for
the walls; you only don’t tire of certain faint colours like off
white, or light browns, which appear too subtle initially, but over
a long period of time don’t bore you.
For eg; if I used Orange for a wall in my living room, it might look
nice initially but I would get bored of it over a period of time.
That wouldn’t happen with a white or an off white wall as I can
change what goes on top of it and then the mood changes.
I think if you have created a pattern, you should change it occasionally otherwise it tires you
I have experienced homes looking boring and tiring after a point
of time due to extensive use of colour.
For example, nature does not bore you, It has the same colours,
no new patterns arise, you don’t suddenly see all white flowers
growing in stripes.

1

Kit 3: Outdoor Test

Background

Here are the respondent’s colour
aspirations for ideal exterior
environment.

Family, travel, education, hobbies, experiences and influences

Was brought up in Coimbatore in my grandparents’ place.
It was a very nicely done up home, spacious and very
modern for its times. An uncomfortable experience I had was in
a particular house which had bathrooms placed outside. General lack of hygiene about the place bothered me.

I like a lot of greens around
me

Born in Kerala, brought up in Coimbatore. Comes from
a family of thinkers and creative people, who did what
they wanted. Seems to have inherited a similar mental
makeup.
Excellent memories of both school and college. Coim
batore schools and colleges are far more well kept
than those in Chennai. Concept of hygiene and cleanliness is far superior.
Have lived in Coimbatore, Bangalore, Chennai

Of the given
situations,
this one
looks the
most natural.

Tailoring, any craft, occasionally painting, As a fam
ily, naturally attracted to hand made stuff- spend
hours at such places.
Car Colours: Black and White
Have travelled all over the world- been to many
countries, very attracted to Austria- keep going
back, mainly because of the quiet, peace and
green. Similarly the lake district in the U.K.

Existing Home Decor
Preferences, inspiration, beliefs and
spending patterns

25B, 3rd Seaward’s Road
Thiruvanmiyur
Chennai
Paint the house once in 3
years. Same colour for walls
No particular occasion for
painting the house
No particular brand of paint,
only specific about the
colour and finish
Have spent the same on almost every space
“My mindset is the main influence on colour decisions.”
“Both my husband and I
are equally finicky about
our home decor, but luckily
end up appreciating similar
things.”
No auspicious or inauspicious colours
No belief in Vaastu
House Type: Independent
Number of rooms: 4 bhk
Have lived in the house for 8
years.

Kit 1: Order of Preferences

Case Study 10

The following table shows the respondent’s order of preference of the 11
colours of the culural colour set, along with the shade of most and least preferred colour and associations to each of them

Meena Ramesh
Age: 40
Occupation: Business
Education: B.Com

position colour

Meena is from a Tamil
Brahmin background. She
manages her time between
household responsibilities
and work. She has two children.
Brought up in Delhi, Meena
is quite different from the
typical Tam Bram, although
she retains her cultural
roots. She has travelled well
within India and abroad and
has a good exposure to different cultures and lifestyles.
Apart from work, Meena is
also a trained Bharatanatyam
dancer and has performed at
a number of venues both in
India and abroad.
She has a natural flair for
handling colours and textures and was very responsive during the workshop.

1

association/
feelings

feelings
associated with
colour in a
particular
space

1

black

dark, secretive,
protective

2

blue

ocean, refreshing

3

white

purity, swans, unblemished

4

purple

dramatic

5

yellow

sunflower, cheerful

6

orange

sunset, tamed energy

7

red

bindi, anger, rage
bold; disturb enhances when used ing
to a small degree

She says that she does
not have a most preferred
colour. She enjoys all colours
in their right.

bold; claustro phobic

plain flat blue:
ordinary
light blue: bor ing

offwhite/creme
with a hint
of mushroom
colour- subtle;
unsheltered;
boring; aus tere; creme
with metallic
hints- inspiring
exciting

cheerful; un confined; ochre
with metallic
hints- inspiring
light rust,
mustard - cosy

8

pink

ballerina, pretty;
sometimes shockingly sweet with no
soul or substance.

shocking pink:
playful

dark brownclaustrophobic.

9

green

plants, fertility

10

brown

tree trunk, strong,
quiet

11

grey

suits, sombre, dull.
grey textured sur faces have charac ter. grey stones are
interesting

lime green cheerful;
light pista
green- boring;
leaf greendisturbing

Kit 2: Interior Colour
Aspirations
Here are the respondent’s colour aspirations for different interior spaces
of the house.

depressing,
unsheltered,
plain, flat
grey- ordinary;
austere; uninspiring; dove
grey- serious;

light colours in pastels
would make a space appear spacious and calm,
all walls in bold colours
would make a place appear
very cramped.
Tone on tone, self designs
in light pinks, oranges or
pista green with a tapestry
like feel would be magical.
Silver, Gold and Purple
might be exciting colours
in a space.
Gold, silver and some other metallic shades would
be luxurious in a space.

1

Kit 3: Outdoor Test

Background

Here are the respondent’s colour
aspirations for ideal exterior
environment.

Family, travel, education, hobbies, experiences and influences

Good memories include large well lit and ventillated
homes, surrounded by a lot of people.
Brought up in Delhi

like the mountains and river,
the sky blue is so close to
nature.

The school stressed on a balance between work and
play

Have lived in Delhi & Chennai. Like Delhi for
the energy it has and Chennai for its peaceful
pace of life.

Food & Travel

Car colours: White & Black

Has travelled quite extensively, India & abroad.

Existing Home Decor
Preferences, inspiration, beliefs and
spending patterns

2, 1st Seaward’s Road
Thiruvanmiyur
Chennai
Paint the house once in 4
years. Have changed the
room colour once.
Would paint the house for an
occasion like a wedding
Use Asian Paints
Top factors considered while
painting the house:Budget,
Paint Company, Desire for
change in Decor
Have spent most on the
bedroom in terms of painting.
Heart’s Desire is the main
influence on colour decisions.
Decide on home decor based
on consensus, consider
black to be inauspicious.
Believe in Vaastu
House Type: Independent
Number of rooms: 4 bhk
Have lived in the house for
15 years.

